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it wasnt long before i found the studio where i would
be working and the location of the shoot, i was

amazed at the scale of what was required for such a
big project, and the fact that the schedule was so

tight. the location itself was a huge warehouse in the
middle of nowhere, and the lighting was controlled by

a small crew of assistants and us. the shoot itself
lasted two days and involved a lot of time waiting

around and doing nothing, the only thing that i could
do was watch the setup unfold in front of me. the set

was clearly prepared as best as possible, and the
props, which included a full scale replica of the

cadillac used in the video, were absolutely amazing. it
was clear that the designers had put a lot of time into
getting this right. as the time passed, i realised that

they must have been preparing for this for a long
time, and that the amount of money required must
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have been huge. they were lucky that day, they got
two excellent effects sequences, and were able to
incorporate the cadillac into the video, making the

video a little more exciting and going with the theme
of the video. the day was a success, and i was really
happy with the way everything came together, and
that i was able to help make the video as cool as
possible. but, if you want to get up to date about

something, then you are in the right place now. here
you will find a good ol' track listing for this particular
disc - along with some nice and detailed reviews of

both albums (written by yours truly - save your
money, and stick to buying the real cd instead of the
vinyl - there is nothing much to say about the music

on this 2nd disc).

Volbeat, Guitar Gangsters And Cadillac Blood Full Album Zip

being that volbeat is one of the most talked about
bands worldwide, its no wonder why. the guys have

worked hard on their live show and its in no small part
due to the band s music. as the band s music and

their live show both make up volbeats music, theres
not much separating the two. their live shows are
what we like to call a metal show. its a metal show
with a pop flair and a couple of mainstream metal

elements thrown in. this makes it the perfect
representation of what they are. volbeat is a blend of

metal and hard rock, and that is their identity. the
guys are as hard as nails on this album. the songs are
extremely heavy. if you had to pick the best songs, its
hard rock. you can tell that the guys love hard rock,

and they take no shit from anyone. the song youre not
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alone is a great example of this. youre not alone is a
pretty upbeat song with a chorus thats pretty catchy.
it sounds like a pop song, but its still hardcore. they
sing like legends. their vocalist michael poulsen is

probably the most dynamic singer of any of the guys.
if you were at a concert and you heard the vocalist
from the band dead to fall, youd know immediately
that this is a singer that has it. poulsen has a great

vocal range, and he takes no prisoners when it comes
to how he sings. on this album, he is in his element.
when he sings, its as if his soul is being ripped out. it
is very emotional. he would have to be to sing like he
does. this is an absolute must have for thrashers! it is
a legendary album and those who are true fans know
how rare this album is. even if you already own it, it is
worth having a fresh listen to it because of the great
songs on it. and if you listen to this you will also go
out and purchase these songs at your own expense.

you wont be disappointed. if you are not a volbeat fan,
you will be after you hear this. the band that youve

heard and some of the songs that you have heard are
your hits, but this is the stuff that really got your

attention. volbeat are one of those bands that have
had you hooked from the very beginning. one of the
things that made it so special is that it was actually
possible to fall in love with volbeat and their music.

and i know that was hard to do. a lot of bands have hit
you with a one-hit-wonder. this is the time to really

appreciate that volbeat have been around for over 10
years and they have been able to stay true to their

roots. it is only their sixth full length album and that is
not enough time to let your love for them wither

away. the first thing that you will notice about this
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album is that it has a lot of songs on it. this is because
it is a compilation album and it contains all of volbeats
singles as well as a few odds and ends. while this is a

compilation, it is a good one. if you follow volbeats
career, you will have heard all of these songs before.
but you are going to hear them in a different way. the
songs are a mix of rock, alternative and metal and it is
all done in a way that makes it special and the songs
sound amazing. the production is excellent, too. the

songs are clear and it makes them really easy to
understand. this is one of the reasons why the album
stands out. if you love this type of music, this is an

album that you cannot pass up. this is just a
compilation but there are so many great songs on it

that it is more than worth it. 5ec8ef588b
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